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Ways to Beat the Hollywood Script Reader: Writing the Screenplay the Reader Will Recommend [Jennifer Lerch] on
calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. If Your Screenplay Can't Get Past the Hollywood
Reader, It Can't Get to Hollywood This ultimate insider's guide to screenwriting is designed to get you past the fiercest
gatekeepers.

Slight variations abound in scripts written by professionals. That said, professional scripts will invariably
resemble the formatting guide that follows. Nuances may vary â€” margins slightly different, a dash here or
there, parentheticals used this way or that â€” but overall, professional screenplays fit these guidelines.
Submission scripts, sales scripts, first draft scripts â€” all share certain characteristics: Your script does not
have to mimic the following pages exactly, but it should closely resemble them. Script Problems to Avoid Can
your script give a reader a negative impression before the reader starts reading? Does a negative first
impression mean that a script will be automatically dismissed? But why cause a reader to have a negative first
impression of your script if you can easily avoid it? Art on the title page. Use of font other than Courier point,
ten-pitch, non-proportional excluding the title page. Extensive use of bold print. Dialogue that stretches from
the left margin to the right margin. Extra space between character name and dialogue. Extremely narrow or
extremely wide outside margins. Long, long, long descriptive passages. Handwritten or hand-printed script.
Other glaring, non-standard format usage. Remember, these remarks are based on subjective observation of
subjective reactions. And if Shane Black were to have six typos on page one, would anybody care? Elements
of Style for Screenwritiers Argentini, Paul.
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Ways to Beat the Hollywood Script Reader has 73 ratings and 3 reviews. S. said: To break the rules, you must first learn
them young grasshopper. I.

The image on the screen stops, freezes and becomes a still shot. Genre The category a story or script falls into
- such as: Header An element of a Production Script occupying the same line as the page number, which is on
the right and. Printed on every script page, header information includes the date of a revision and the color of
the page. Heat Positive gossip about a project on the Hollywood grapevine. Hip pocket A casual relationship
with an established agent in lieu of a signed, formal agreement of representation. In the Round A type of
theater space in which the audience is, usually in a circular configuration, on all sides of the playing area.
Indie A production company independent of major film studio financing. Intercut A script instruction denoting
that the action moves back and forth between two or more scenes. Intermission A break between acts or scenes
of the play to allow for set changes, and for the audience to go to the bathroom, stretch and buy concessions.
Short for Stage Left. Lights Fade A common stage direction to end a scene or an act. Line Reading When a
director or playwright gives an actor a specific way to perform a line of dialogue. Literary Manager The
artistic officer of a theater in charge of at least the first stages of reviewing scripts for possible production. She
may have dramaturg responsibilities as well. Literary Office Usually headed by the literary manager and often
staffed with interns and in-house or freelance readers. Typically the place to direct script submissions and
inquiries. Locked Pages A software term for finalized screenplay pages that are handed out to the department
heads and talent in preparation for production. Logline A "25 words or less" description of a screenplay.
Lyrics The words that are sung by characters in a musical. Without sound, so described because a
German-born director wanting a scene with no sound told the crew to shoot "mit out sound. Manuscript
Format The ideal submission format in the United States and in a number of other countries, with character
names centered and CAPS before their dialogue, and indented stage directions. Master Scene Script A script
formatted without scene numbering the usual format for a spec screenplay. Match Cut A transition in which
something in the scene that follows in some way directly matches a character or object in the previous scene.
Miniseries A long-form movie of three hours or more shown on successive nights or weeks on U. Montage A
cinematic device used to show a series of scenes, all related and building to some conclusion. Movie of the
Week Also known as an "MOW," a movie made primarily for broadcast on a television or cable network.
Multimedia Writing and filmmaking encompassing more than one medium at a time which, script-wise,
usually refers to CD-ROM games or Internet-based programming. Multiple Casting When an actor plays more
than one character. Musical A play in which songs and music are an integral part of the dramatic structure.
Musical Numbers Page A page in a musical script, usually following the Cast Page, that lists the musical
numbers, divided by act, and the characters that sing in them. Notes Ideas about a screenplay shared with a
screenwriter by someone responsible for moving the script forward into production, which the screenwriter is
generally expected to use to revise the screenplay. A similar paradigm exists on stage, with notes coming most
often from the dramaturg or director. A key difference between stage and film is that the playwright still owns
his script and has final say on revisions. Writer can hire consultants to receive feedback notes to help improve
the script, prior to submitting it to an agency, production company or theater. Numbered Scenes Numbers that
appear to the right and left of the scene heading to aid the Assistant Director in breaking down the scenes for
scheduling and production. Abbreviation for Off Camera, denoting that the speaker is resident within the scene
but not seen by the camera. Abbreviation for Off Screen, denoting that the speaker is not resident within the
scene. Off Short for offstage. Typically written as off next to a character name when a character speaking
dialogue is offstage while she speaks. One-Act Play Technically, a play that has only one act, but in more
common usage, a play that is not an evening unto itself but instead usually runs no more than an hour. A
common arrangement is to produce three half-hour long one-acts on the same bill. One-hour Episodic A
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screenplay for a television show whose episodes fill a one-hour time slot, week to week. Opening Credits
Onscreen text describing the most important people involved in the making of a movie. Option The securing
of the rights to a screenplay for a given length of time. Package The assembly of the basic elements necessary
to secure financing for a film. PAN A camera direction indicating a stationary camera that pivots back and
forth or up and down. Pass A rejection of a property by a potential producer or an agent. Pitch To verbally
describe a property to a potential buyer in the hope it will be bought. Playwright A person who writes stage
plays. Playwriting The craft or act of writing scripts for the stage i. Points Percentage participation in the
profits of a film. Polish In theory, to rewrite a few scenes in a script to improve them. In practice, a
screenwriter is often expected to do a complete rewrite of a script for the price of a polish. POV Point of
View; a camera angle placed so as to seem the camera is the eyes of a character. Producer The person or entity
financially responsible for a stage or film production. Production Script A script in which no more major
changes or rewrites is anticipated to occur, which is used day by day for filming on a movie set. Property Any
intellectual property in any form including a play or screenplay that might form the basis of a movie. In
theater, usually called a "prop," an item e. Proscenium A type of stage in which the actors play opposite the
audience, from which they are separated. Most high school auditoriums are prosceniums. Published Play
Format The format typically found in an Acting Edition, meant to save space, in which the character names
are on the left and stage directions occur on the same lines as dialogue. Query A method of submission in
which a writer approaches a theater with a brief letter, accompanied by a synopsis and sample pages. Rake A
stage that is slanted so that as an actor moves away from the audience, he gets higher. Few contemporary
theaters have raked stages. Reader aka Script Reader A person who reads screenplays for a production
company or stageplays for a theater company and writes a report about them, often being paid per report.
Reading A "performance" of a play in which the actors are script-in-hand. It could either take place around a
table called a "table reading" or with some blocking or staging a "staged reading". Register of Copyrights The
US government office that registers intellectual property e. Release A legal document given to unrepresented
writers for signing by agents, producers or production companies, absolving said entities of legal liability.
Resolution The third act of a dramatic structure, in which the conflict comes to some kind of conclusion:
Reversal A place in the plot where a character achieves the opposite of his aim, resulting in a change from
good fortune to bad fortune. Revised Pages Changes are made to the script after the initial circulation of the
Production Script, which are different in color and incorporated into the script without displacing or
rearranging the original, unrevised pages. Short for Stage Right. Romantic comedy Also known as a
"romcom," a comedic movie in which the main story resolves around a romance. Scene Action taking place in
one location and in a distinct time that hopefully moves the story to the next element of the story. Scene
Heading A short description of the location and time of day of a scene, also known as a "slugline. Screenplay
Contest A submission opportunity for screenwriters in which a group of readers judges select one or more
winners from the entered scripts. Nicholl , choosing a handful of fellows i. Screenwriter The most important
and most abused person in Hollywood. The screenwriter writes the script that provides the foundation for the
film, though it may go through any number of changes, both in the rewriting process before production, during
production, and in the editing process afterward. While in the world of theater, there is usually only one
playwright on any given play or one collaborative team , in film there may be many screenwriters throughout
the life of a project. Screenwriting The art of writing scripts for a visual medium. Script The blueprint or
roadmap that outlines a movie story through visual descriptions, actions of characters and their dialogue. The
term "script" also applies to stageplays as well. Script cover What protects the script on its travels between the
writer and its many potential readers. The Writers Store carries a number of acceptable covers.
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But is it me, or does it seem like the quality of that writing has gotten worse? Want to know how to write like
a pro? So I called my buddy Andy. How to surprise your audience. The secret to effective collaboration. How
to make readers feel something when they read your work. And much, much more. Does one build on the
other? Is there a sense this is going somewhere? How can you foreshadow anything? Therein lay the structure
of it. With that I had a skeleton on which to build the spine of the story. And other experts agree. First drafts
are never final drafts. Completing it is one thing, but then going back to the beginning and completing it again
is the most important part of the process. When I spoke with Harvard professor Steven Pinker , he said the
same thing. Much advice on good writing is really advice on revising. Because very few people are smart
enough to be able to lay down some semblance of an argument and to express it in clear prose at the same
time. Because the order in which ideas occur to a writer is seldom the same as the order that are best digested
by a reader. And often, good writing requires a revising and rearranging the order of what you introduce so
that the reader can easily follow it. To learn the good work habits that all geniuses have in common click here.
Structure and revising will definitely improve your writing. But what gets the attention of an audience,
especially in this age of zero attention span? This is true for everything from PowerPoint presentations to
creative essays. Stealing that catharsis from the audience and sucking all the air out of the room so that the
characters â€” and now the audience â€” are off-balance. That can definitely improve your writing. But what
does it take to write like a pro? Is it making you smile? Good writing means being a perfectionist. And that
means being at least semi-miserable. Perfectionism leads to rewriting. Research shows that experts emphasize
the negative. How the heck do you embrace negativity and also be optimistic? If you keep emphasizing the
negative, you get depressed and you quit. Research shows pessimism kills grit. Embracing delusion is really
important. Does this sound crazy? Nick Faldo, the six-time major winner, made precisely this point when I
interviewed him at the Open Championship in But once you have committed to your decision, you have to
flick the mental switch and execute the shot as if there was never any doubt that you would nail it. How do
you hold matter and antimatter in your head at the same time? It may not get made into a movie. I can finish
this nap. By building this into his schedule, Andy is able to keep going even with a mindset that is deliberately
focused on the perfectionistic negative. Hollywood is no different. So what if others are doing the writing and
you need to give feedback? How do you help them improve â€” without insulting them? Because Fincher is a
master at suspending his ego when giving feedback. When I spoke with FBI behavior expert Robin Dreeke he
said the exact same thing about effectively dealing with people: Really good actors like Morgan Freeman, and
Brad and Kevin, will always take your worst stuff and make it a thousand times better than it was on the page.
And so the lesson is, when it goes from the page to fruition, less is better. For more on how to make people
like you â€” from an FBI behavior expert â€” click here. But, in the end, nothing is more powerful than
moving people emotionally. How can you do that? Andy has an answer. Honesty is the most important
ingredient. Seven came from a very personal place. It was an angel on one shoulder and a devil on the other
â€” and this is the argument that Mills and Somerset are having, that I was having. Morgan Freeman wants to
quit and Brad never will. And finishing a draft is just the start. The best writers know how to balance the
negativity of perfectionism with the optimism that keeps them going. Collaboration is about suspending your
ego. Making a reader feel something is about honesty. You can be an artist at anything if you take the mindset
of an artist and strive to be great at whatever you do. Join over , readers.
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Share The front cover of the script. It is an adaption of the novel The Incomparable Atuk by Mordecai Richler
about an Inuit hunter who tries to live in New York city, and has elements of racism, materialism and pop
culture. The script has been around since the s and many Hollywood film studios have been interested in
producing the film, but are now terrified of its very existence. Because of an alleged curse that has killed all
the actors who have shown interest in the lead role. Here are the victims: After reading the script and wanting
to play the lead role, he died of an overdose in He was only He survived the longest because he managed to
film at least one scene for the movie, but then quickly grew dissatisfied and wanted the script rewritten,
halting production. Before there were any talks about continuing the project, poor Kinison died in a car crash,
aged 38, in In , when he was reading the script, Candy suddenly died of a heart attack, aged Around that
time, people began to realize that the screenplay is cursed. He was a writer, comedian, and a friend of Belushi
and Kinison. He read the script, maybe even worked on it, before recommending it to his buddies. He died of
cerebral hemorrhage at the age of 54 in also. In , when he was about to accept the role, he died the same way
his idol did: Although he was only encouraged for a supporting role, his wife committed murder-suicide by
shooting him in bed before shooting herself. There we go, six victims. In July , the original author of the novel
died at age But where is that accursed screenplay today? James Bond is much safer!
Chapter 5 : Top shelves for Ways to Beat the Hollywood Script Reader
Clear, smart, and completely authoritative, Ways to Beat the Hollywood Script Reader is by far the simplest, most
practical book ever to hit the entertainment shelf. Jennifer Lerch has been a Hollywood Reader for more than a decade,
including eight years at the William Morris Agency.

Chapter 6 : Playwriting Glossary
Ways To Beat The Hollywood Script Reader by Jennifer Lerch If Your Screenplay Can't Get Past the Hollywood Reader,
It Can't Get to Hollywood This ultimate insider's guide to screenwriting is designed to get you past the fiercest
gatekeepers in Hollywood: the Hollywood script readers.
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ways to beat the hollywood script reader: writing the, ways to beat the hollywood script reader: writing the screenplay the
reader will recommend [jennifer lerch] on amazoncom *free* shipping on qualifying offers if your screenplay can't get.

Chapter 8 : Top shelves for Ways to Beat the Hollywood Script Reader
Jennifer Lerch's WAYS TO BEAT THE HOLLYWOOD SCRIPT READER is an amazing down-to-earth, clearly worded
"Rosetta Stone" for writing a three-act script that avoids hackneyed characters, boring plots, predictable endings, and
slipshod story structure.
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Clear, smart, and completely authoritative, Ways to Beat the Hollywood Script Reader is by far the simplest, most
practical book ever to hit the entertainment shelf. Added to Cart List Price $ (price may vary by retailer).
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